JUNE 9, 2014, 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM
HUD GRANTEES COMMITTEE:
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PREPARATION MEETING

RECOMMENDATIONS:

I. Review and Rank Process:
   a. Wait until the NOFA is released to conduct Review and Rank process
   b. Wait until Strategic Planning Update is completed and overhaul Review and Rank scoring tools for the 2015 NOFA; in the meantime adopt and tweak 2013 scoring tools based on 2014 NOFA guidelines
   c. Date cutoff for use of old versus new APR is June 30, 2014.

II. Program Evaluation and Scoring Tool 2.0 and Timeline:
   a. Programs will submit their most recent APRs to HomeBase in early July.
      i. Programs with new APRs also submit supplemental questionnaire
      ii. Programs with same APR may choose to submit supplemental questionnaire.
   b. Programs will evaluate PEST 2.0 project profiles and give feedback.
   c. CoC agrees on community-tailored PEST profiles. Issues in particular include:
      i. Unit vs. Bed distinctions
      ii. Adult vs. Child distinctions for income reporting
      iii. Household vs. Adult vs. Family distinctions for income reporting